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1. Introduction
Loneliness among the older people is a pressing issue in many Western societies, in particular because of its detrimental effects on health and mortality (Hawkley and Cacioppo 2007; Iecovich et al. 2011). Empirical research has identified many reasons why some people suffer more than others from loneliness. These include bio-medical reasons such as functional impairment, both of people who are lonely and their partners (Alma et al. 2011; Korporaal et al. 2008; David Russell 2009), general genetic predisposition (Cacioppo et al. 2006; O’Luanaigh and Lawlor 2008), poor physical health (Hawkley et al. 2008) or mental illness and depression (Fessman and Lester 2000; Tiikkainen and Heikkinen 2005). Furthermore, research has found a number of socio-demographic factors that increase the risk of loneliness such as living alone (Greenfield and Russell 2011; Nyqvist et al. 2013), small network size (Green et al. 2001), gender (Dykstra and de Jong Gierveld 2004; Wheeler et al. 1983) and ethnic minority background (Victor et al. 2012). A common trait in all this research is the focus on attributes of lonely individuals and the extent to which their environment, their consciousness or their physical functioning affects the experience of loneliness. The more of
these determinants are present in the life situation of a given individual, the more s/he is at risk of becoming or remaining lonely.

Existing research on loneliness among the older people is dominated by medical, psychometric, and variable-based approaches (see the critique by Victor et al. 2009). While this research has provided valuable insights, we argue that a great deal is missed if sociological perspectives that go beyond the analysis of socio-demographic variables and their effects are ignored. Since loneliness is not merely a bio-medical or psychological problem, it is also necessary to study it as social phenomenon (Schirmer and Michailakis, 2015a). In whatever way one conceptualizes it – for instance, emotional versus social loneliness (Liu and Rook 2013; Weiss 1973) – irrespective of whether one operationalizes it as uni- or multidimensional (De Jong Gierveld 1987; Daniel Russell 1996), and irrespective of the different meaning attributed to it (Graneheim and Lundman 2010; Karnick 2005; Schirmer and Michailakis 2016; Stanley et al. 2010; Uotila et al. 2010), loneliness cannot be understood properly without taking into account the social world older people live in (Victor et al. 2009). After all, the issue of concern is loneliness within – not outside of – society; likewise conceptions of loneliness (whatever they might be) are produced within society, i.e. in communication. That is, loneliness both as an objective condition and as a semantic notion occurs in the context of a society. These circumstances suggest that explanations of loneliness among older people should make more use of concepts from social theory such as differentiation, inclusion/exclusion, interaction, organization and communication.

The purpose of this article is to offer some sociological reflections on loneliness among older people as a complement to bio-medical, psychometric and socio-demographic approaches to the field. For this undertaking, we make use of the theory of social systems advanced by Niklas Luhmann. To our knowledge, Luhmann did not study ageing or
loneliness – but we believe his theory offers a rich and complex framework that may be applied and made useful for an insightful understanding of loneliness among older people.

Making use of Luhmann’s theory, we attempt to discuss loneliness among older people as a consequence of the functionally differentiated structure of modern society and in particular as a result of inclusion/exclusion processes that follow imperatives of function systems such as the economy, the political system, religion, medicine as well as vast number of organization systems. These social systems include only the persons they need and only specific aspects that are relevant to their systemic operations, while excluding the rest as irrelevant. Under such conditions, older people, especially retirees, are worse off than many other groups because they do not fit into the expectation structures of the function systems and are often deemed irrelevant.

This article is structured as follows. The section “Luhmann’s theory of social systems” introduces key concepts of Luhmann’s theory of society that are necessary to comprehend the argument. These concepts include functional differentiation, the differentiation of society, organizations and interaction systems, inclusion/exclusion and performance roles/layman roles. In the section “Loneliness as the default case in modern society”, these concepts are applied to loneliness as a systemic effect of the inclusion practices in modern society that differs vastly from those of traditional societies. The key to avoiding loneliness is inclusion in one of more functionally diffuse collectivities that provide belonging and collective identity. The section “Understanding loneliness among older people” proposes a sociological account of why older people are particularly vulnerable to becoming lonely: they lose their performance roles, and biophysical conditions impede their access to functionally diffuse collectivities while structural and semantic changes in the family system marginalize their position. The concluding section recapitulates the argument of this article.
2. Luhmann’s theory of social systems

Functional differentiation

Classics of social theory such as Marx, Tönnies, Weber and Durkheim have forged and developed the theory of societal differentiation. Despite some disagreements, all of them analyzed modern society by contrasting it with archaic or feudal societies and came to the conclusion that modern society should be understood as a unit of differences rather than of commonalities. Marx emphasized the differentiation of classes (Marx and Engels 2014 [1847]); Tönnies noted the plurality and functional character of social relations in the gesellschaft, which he contrasted with gemeinschaft, based on commonality (Tönnies and Loomis 1964 [1887]); Weber observed a polytheism of incommensurable value spheres; for Durkheim, the main characteristic of modern society was a division of labour. Durkheim in particular conceived the idea of functional differentiation, i.e. that society consists of loosely linked parts that fulfil specific but exclusive functions for society as a whole (Durkheim 2012[1893]). Later Parsons (Parsons and Smelser 1956) adopted this notion and integrated it into a systems-theoretical framework (known as the AGIL scheme); the parts fulfilling functions have since been termed function systems. The two contemporary social theorists Habermas (1992) and Luhmann (1982a) each adopted the systems approach to functional differentiation. While Habermas complemented the systems approach by incorporating concepts from interactionism, phenomenology and critical theory into a comprehensive theory of the duality between life-world and system, Luhmann further developed and fundamentally reworked this approach into his own version of systems theory.

In contrast to Parsons, who analytically derived four function systems to form his AGIL scheme, Luhmann emphasizes the empirical nature of function systems and recognizes far more than four, such as the economy, the political system, religion, law, medicine, art, education, science, the media, social help, sports etc. (for a canon of function systems, see the
A common feature of all systems is that each has emerged (has been differentiated) in order to address a particular societal reference problem, i.e. they exclusively fulfil a particular function for society as a whole that no other system can fulfil. For example, the economy regulates the allocation of goods under the condition of scarcity; the political system solves the problem of social order by providing and enforcing collectively binding decisions; science solves the problem of knowledge advancement; religion handles the problem of meaninglessness by offering explanations of the unexplainable of transcendence in the immanent world.

Function systems operate with a distinct point of view of the world that enables them to translate everything into their own function-specific frameworks of meaning, for instance as commodities with prices (economy); matters of power distribution, alliances and elections (political system); objects of research (science); matters of sin, sacredness and supernatural forces (religion); potential causes and cures of illnesses (medicine) etc. What is important for the purpose of this article is the circumstance that function systems create limited spheres of relevance, by way of their systems operations. They see what their codes and programmes allow them to see, but they are not just blind but also indifferent to everything else. For the economic system, the yield of an investment is relevant but not its spiritual consequences or conformity with leading scientific theories; conversely, for science, profitability is of minor importance, while the truthfulness of propositions based on evidence derived with methodological rigour is key.

Since Luhmann is interested in an overarching theory of modern society (Luhmann 2012; 2013), he notes that despite their distinctness in terms of functions, worldviews and semantic stock, function systems share structural similarities that cannot be derived from the properties of the systems themselves but are rather a consequence of the structure of modern
society. Following the tradition of differentiation theories, Luhmann understands a society’s structure as its *form of differentiation*, i.e. the arrangement of the primary subsystems relative to each other and the encompassing society. Because the fulfilment of societal functions is essential, none of the function systems can drop out or be replaced by another. Luhmann deduces from this circumstance that functional differentiation is a horizontal structure of coequal social systems within which none is *per se* more or less important than another. In return, this means that society, on the level of its function systems, is polycentric and lacks a top.

*Inclusion/exclusion*

The polycentric structure of modern society has tremendous consequences for persons participating in society, in particular the way they are *included* in or *excluded* from society. According to Luhmannian theory, inclusion of persons in a social system means that they are considered relevant as communicative addressees and as bearers of social roles (Luhmann 2005[1995]; Schirmer and Michailakis, 2015b). Conversely, exclusion means that persons are deemed irrelevant, or neglected, by that social system.

Inclusion and exclusion assume divergent approaches, contingent on the form of differentiation in a society. Archaic societies consisted of a few structurally similar and externally co-equal (albeit internally hierarchical) segments such as tribes, clans or villages. Based on this segmentary differentiation, persons were fully included in one such segment (for instance, as inhabitants of village A or tribe X) while excluded from all others. When the primary structure of ancient civilizations and medieval feudal societies shifted from segmentation to a system of stratification into unequal and distinct subsystems (such as groups of nobles, clergy, peasants and serfs), inclusion and exclusion still took place in a similar manner. People fully belonged to one such stratum (with very limited chances of ever
leaving it), and membership almost completely predefined their societal place and life opportunities (Braeckman 2006; Jönhill 2012; Luhmann 2012; 2013).

While inclusion in pre-modern societies meant inclusion in one subsystem (a segment in segmentary societies or a stratum in stratified societies) and exclusion from all others, the transition to a society characterized by functional differentiation changed the relation between social systems and individuals. Functional differentiation means that there are many subsystems, and these are not formed around groups of people (like clans or classes) but around societal functions. As explained in the previous subsection, their functions determine how these subsystems operate and what they consider relevant to their operations. This is also true of the way they regard persons as relevant or irrelevant. In contrast to previous societies, in modern society, persons can be included in all subsystems at the same time – at least in principle and as a matter of subjective right. However, and this is the a feature of functional differentiation, inclusion does not affect persons in their entirety but only those aspects deemed relevant to fulfilling the function and system-specific operations in question (Luhmann 2013) while excluding the rest. Two examples may suffice here: for the economy people are relevant in terms of their spending power, their abilities as traders or as a labour force; for the legal system, persons are relevant as defendants or witnesses. In both cases, their religious beliefs, political views or taste in art are irrelevant, no matter how important these aspects may be for a person’s identity.

Inclusion takes place via two kinds of social roles, which systems-theorist Stichweh (1988) has termed performance roles and layman (or complementary) roles. Performance roles are necessary for executing societal functions, for instance, politicians in the political system, entrepreneurs in the economy, journalists in the media, priests in religion, doctors in medicine, researchers in science, artists in the arts, teachers in education, judges and solicitors in the legal system or social workers and carers in the help system. While most people inhabit
performance roles in one or another function system (as their professional occupation), they mostly benefit from the performances in function systems via inclusion through layman roles. Examples include voters, taxpayers and citizens in the political system; consumers in the economy; readers/watchers in the media, believers in religion, patients in medicine, clients in social help, connoisseurs in the arts; students in education; and defendants/witnesses in the legal system.

Both performance roles and layman roles entail highly predetermined sets of behavioural expectations, and the criteria for these expectations – thus the criteria for inclusion and exclusion – are set up within each function system itself, not in its environment. For humans, this translates into the ability to live up to these expectations and thereby remain or make themselves relevant to the system or face the threat of exclusion (Bommes and Scherr 2000). Expectations between the system and individual require a certain degree of matching, and the threshold for enabling inclusion is higher, of course, through a performance role than through a layman role because special skills, education and other personal qualities are needed to execute performances such as medical treatment, law-making or scientific research.

Functionally differentiated society offers inclusion in many more social systems than any previous society, but this comes at a price – individuals per se no longer have tightly predetermined pathways to a stable identity and to a stable place in society (section 4 discusses the consequences of this for older people). In modern society, inclusion is multi-inclusion and simultaneous multi-exclusion. Inclusion in one system is always reduced to functionally relevant aspects of an individual person’s psychological and social properties, with all other aspects excluded.

While function systems impose highly specific expectations on individuals, there is one system that is different precisely in this regard: the system of family and intimate relations. Here inclusion is either based on birth (or adoption) or, in the case of intimate
relationships, a diffuse bundle of feelings, considerations, demands, availabilities and chance (Luhmann 1998). One characteristic of family and/or love communication is that not only aspects of a person but that person as a whole is relevant, for both good and bad. On the one hand, function systems care only about functionally important aspects of persons and neglect the rest, whereas family and intimate relationships (at least in their idealized self-descriptions) give them the place and importance they seek. Paradoxically, this is a system where role relations are functionally diffuse, where there is no specific difference between performance roles and complementary roles. On the other hand, the economy is legitimately indifferent to the non-economic aspects of a person’s life but in families or relationships there is no legitimate indifference. Personal secrets cannot be framed as legitimate spheres of privacy, but instead raise suspicions and undermine trust. Section 3 deals with the implications of functional differentiation, family/love and loneliness.

Organizations and face-to-face interactions: inclusion/exclusion beyond function systems

Next to the horizontal differentiation of function systems, there is a second line of differentiation of social systems in modern society that has implications for inclusion and exclusion. This is the differentiation of society, organizations and face-to-face interactions (Luhmann 1982b). While society, with its function systems, defines the most complex level of social systems, organizations are systems on a much smaller scale but are still much more complex than interaction systems. These systems of lower complexity can exist within the context of larger systems, i.e. organizations can exist in the context of function systems (such as banks and businesses in the context of the economy, governments and parties in the context of the political system, hospitals in the context of medicine, courts in the context of legal system, churches in context of religion, schools in the context of education system etc.) or
beyond them (such as hobby associations or gangs with formalized rule system)\textsuperscript{1}.

Furthermore, interactions can take place within function systems and organizations (shopping, parliamentary debates, counselling, court trials, church services, lessons etc.) or outside them (asking for directions, small talk on the train, cocktail parties).

While there is a lot to be said about organizations and interactions from a Luhmannian perspective (Kieserling 1999; Luhmann 2000; Seidl and Becker 2006), we need to concentrate here on the way they include and exclude persons. Function systems, despite their highly specific sets of expectations directed at persons, are in principle open to anyone, be it via performance roles or layman roles. Organizations, by contrast, can only include a limited number of persons – exclusion is the default case for most organizations (Nassehi 2005). A standard procedure in organizations is to decide on membership and membership rules (Luhmann 2000), which may cover entry requirements such as documented skills, training, track records and financial potential as well as ascriptive characteristics such as gender, age and ethnic or religious affiliation. Furthermore, membership is often linked to fulfilment of behavioural expectations such as properly executing tasks, conducting and managing social relations or maintaining good physical and mental health. Membership in organizations is almost always a requirement to being allowed to take on performance roles. Sometimes membership is also necessary for layman roles (citizenship; membership in unions, interest organizations, universities, health insurance policies, sports or country clubs). Even in cases where membership is not required, it is the organizations rather than function systems that

\textsuperscript{1} There is a vivid debate among Luhmann-scholars on the relation between function systems and organizations. Are organizations parts of “their” function systems (Luhmann 2013), are they part of the environment (Kneer 2001), are they polyphonic (Andersen 2003), and/or multifunctional (Roth 2014)? For the argument of the present article we do not need to engage deeper in this debate and can rest on the assumption that organisations are to some extent associated with some function systems. We thank both reviewers for this hint.
establish restrictive rules for inclusion or admittance for layman roles such as customers in
stores, visitors at art exhibitions, patients in hospitals, students in schools etc.

Face-to-face interactions are social systems restricted to concrete situations and
involve co-presence of persons. Therefore, they are much smaller in scope and less stable
over time than function systems and organizations. However, this does not make them less
important to the issue of inclusion/exclusion. The entry threshold to casual interactions such
as asking for directions or buying pastries at the bakery is usually lower than to highly
ritualized interactions where the big decisions are made and the pie is divided up. Being
invited to the party or dinner after work is often a better indicator of a person’s career
prospects than his or her professional achievements. Although persons may enjoy all the
formal benefits of organization membership or have sufficient resources of various kinds at
their disposal to participate in society through layman roles, there are other than formal
organizational criteria determining why some persons are included in interactions and others
are not (Collins 2004). Inclusion in face-to-face interactions is critical to the issue of
loneliness because physical proximity to other persons together with communicated
belongingness distinguish whether people experience loneliness or not, and we argue in the
following sections why this concerns older people in more striking ways than younger people.

3. Loneliness as the default case in modern society

Despite empirical evidence indicating that most people today do not experience
loneliness (Dykstra 2009; Golden et al. 2009), we argue that, in principle, loneliness is the
default case in a perfectly functionally differentiated society. There are good reasons why
most people indeed are not lonely, but in order to get there, we first must understand the
relation between functional differentiation and the individual, especially in contrast to
previous societies, and the implications for loneliness.
Pre-modern segmented or stratified societies included persons in multifunctional units such as families, farms, villages or monasteries. All necessary functions that nowadays are separated into operatively closed function systems (see preceding section) were then fulfilled within the same multifunctional unit. Such units were also characterized by a strong sense of community and collective identity that resembles Durkheim’s mechanical solidarity and Tönnies’ *gemeinschaft*. In the course of modernization – and this was well observed by classical as well as contemporary social theorists (Beck *et al.* 2003; Durkheim 2012[1893]; Simmel 1908; Tönnies and Loomis 1964 [1887]; Weber 1968) – multifunctional units got pushed aside and were increasingly replaced by functionally specialized subsystems and rational bureaucracies, which address persons as self-reliant individuals rather than members of integrated communities. Parsons called this the “institutionalized individualism” of modern society (Parsons 1978), and Luhmann scholar Nassehi (2003) emphasizes that it is the very operations of functions systems that construct the individuality of individuals in the first place since persons are included as taxpayers with individual tax filings, borrowers with individual credit ratings, students with individual educational qualifications, convicts with individual criminal records, sinners with individual penitence charges etc.

Function systems do not include the whole individual but only aspects that are relevant to the function while excluding the rest, and different aspects are relevant for each system. The function-specific relevance of persons also applies to the relation of performance roles to one another and to layman roles. Readers may recognize from their own experience that they know hardly anything about most of the colleagues, students, clients, customers or patients they deal with on a daily basis other than what is relevant to the functionally specific task at hand. Modern society, with its institutionalized individualism, reveres this lack of knowledge as a right to privacy; too much involuntarily disclosed knowledge about people is even considered intrusive (although this might change in the era of big data).
Too much privacy, on the other hand, has a flipside, represented by the “blasé
demeanor” that Simmel noted to be a feature in the modern metropolis (Simmel 1976 [1903]).
We argue that loneliness in modern society must be understood in this context. The
multifunctional units prevalent in segmented and stratified societies included persons in their
totality and did so by birth. Most notably, these multifunctional units provided a societal place
for the individual, and with it a stable identity as a member of the community. Loneliness
must have been a much less pressing issue in traditional societies, since it was unlikely that
people were alone even for a few moments; any attempt to withdraw instead raised suspicions
because too much individuality was seen as a potential threat to the integrity of the collective.
The stronger the ties between member and collective, the less privacy and the less freedom of
expression were possible for the individuality. Loneliness thus mainly posed a problem for libertines, sexual minorities and otherwise deviant people for whom collective identity was a
synonym of repression rather than an enabler of individuality and a meaningful life.
Loneliness was enhanced through exclusion from society. This could be a person’s own
choice, for instance for mavericks or hermits searching for spiritual enlightenment.² Or it
could be the result of banishment (i.e. excommunication) from the tribe, village, family or
royal court as a severe form of punishment due to a serious breach of the social order. In
archaic times, banishment almost certainly implied death.

No matter how one defines loneliness, it almost always implies limited participation
or non-participation in face-to-face interactions. Communication in archaic societies, and to a
large part in stratified societies, could only take place through face-to-face interactions and
physical co-presence; writing and other forms of telecommunication were not yet available.

---
² In such cases, it would make more sense to speak of solitude or being alone instead of loneliness because it is the result of own choice – and therefore less problematic from a subjective viewpoint.
Exclusion from interactions meant exclusion from society. In modern society, loneliness does not coincide with exclusion from society. This is because a life without interaction, or with very limited interaction with physically co-present persons is possible. Inclusion in function systems and organizations via layman roles can take on the form of written and/or mediated communication. Thanks to telecommunication media, some performance roles can also be executed without face-to-face interaction. Technological progress renders them increasingly unnecessary, for example, through vending machines, electronic tax declaration, online shopping or online banking.

In addition to limited access to interactions, another component is needed to make feelings of loneliness likely – *a lack of belonging and inclusion in communication where the person matters*. In a *perfectly* functionally differentiated society – which is an obvious counterfactual – loneliness would be the default case because in such a society face-to-face interactions were fully governed by the logics of function systems and organizations. One characteristic of these interactions is the functional, abstract relation between physically co-present interlocutors – it is the impersonal roles, not the idiosyncrasy of persons, that are relevant; the persons behind the roles are instead apparently interchangeable. Such views of modern society were famously depicted by Max Weber in his pessimistic essays about the increasing rationalization of social life (*Weber 2009[1904]*) and have provided the theme of many dystopian novels and science fiction films that see persons as cogs in monstrous bureaucratic machines devoid of all personality traits forever imprisoned in their iron cages.

Given the inclusion structure of functionally differentiated society, the wholeness of persons and their needs, which are so crucial psychologically, such as formation of identity, meaning and belongingness, must be addressed somewhere outside of society’s primary subsystems, i.e. outside of function systems. Function systems may provide templates for professional career paths for persons’ performance roles but not for entire biographies, which
entail relations with many more systems and persons beyond one function system. As a result, today’s individual biographies resemble inconsistent patchworks rather than linear routes. Furthermore, inclusion is tied more often than not to personal achievement than to inclusion by birth; this is particularly true of performance roles and organizations. Nowadays, the course of a person’s life seems more like a project that holds individuals accountable for their success or failure, an aspect that gives rise to stress, depression and other types of mental illness as well as loneliness (Michailakis, 2008).

Against this background, we may wonder why most people in functionally differentiated society are not, in fact, lonely. First, modern society is far from perfectly functionally differentiated. While acknowledging the disruptive effects of functional differentiation on social structures, Luhmann’s theory also emphasizes that within the encompassing social system of society, there is an inner social environment beyond function systems. Functional differentiation is the primary and dominant form of differentiation, but it is not the sole determinant of all social life. There are many secondary forms of differentiation that play an active part in structuring contemporary society. A common example of this can be observed in rural or less developed regions, where clan structures and traditional values compete with the demands of function systems and organizations. Other examples are religious, neighbourhood-based, hobby-based, milieu- or class-based, other subcultural or friendship-based communities. Clans and communities reproduce themselves mainly through face-to-face interactions in which the personal identity of the members prevails over functionally abstract expectations, although merging into the collective counts more than individuality. It is not very likely that members of such social systems experienced much loneliness.

A second reason is related to this imperfect functional differentiation. Although organizations are mainly associated with a particular function system (banks with the
economy, schools with education), a great deal of the communication in organizations deals with other issues. This is especially the case in face-to-face interactions within organizations. Organization theory has struggled with this issue, termed “informal organization” (Barnard 1974 [1938]), which occurs all the time but cannot be managed “away”. This is highly relevant to the issue of loneliness because it is in informal organizational interactions that networks, insider cliques and friendships are formed, gossip is exchanged and loyalties are forged. This applies equally to department managers’ secret cocaine parties in dubious establishments and cigarette breaks for both white- and blue-collar workers; it is a matter of being in or out, of belonging or loneliness.

The third reason why most persons are not lonely in functionally differentiated society is that they benefit from a system that is genuinely for the inclusion of the whole person in a functionally diffuse manner. This is the system of family and intimate relations, which is based on personal (in contrast to functionally abstract) interactions; here, physical presence is highly important (Collins 2004; Luhmann 1998). The pains of long-distance relationships and children seeing their parents only at Christmas underscore this impression. Having a family or being in a relationship does not always protect a person from loneliness but is generally a good safeguard (De Jong Gierveld et al. 2009; Hawkley et al. 2008; Pinquart and Sörensen 2001).

A common feature of these three explanations is that they describe functional equivalents to pre-modern *gemeinschaft*-based societies. All are based on face-to-face interactions and provide the societal place and sense of belonging that pre-modern individuals had by birth and that function systems, with their highly specific, fragmented and functionally tailored inclusion procedures, cannot offer. The difference with past societies, of course, is the high volatility of membership, the dependence on personal traits or merits, and the often experienced incommensurability of membership in one collective with membership in
another. Just as functional differentiation imposes patchwork identities, it impedes lifetime membership in one and only one community, instead promoting (potentially unstable) multi-membership in many (equally unstable) communities. The sole exception is the system of family and intimate relations. Based on the argument above, the following section offers a sociological analysis of why older people are particularly at risk of experiencing loneliness.

4. Understanding loneliness among older people

This section presents a sociological analysis of why older people are particularly at risk of experiencing loneliness based on the preceding argument. We focus on and discuss three major issues: the loss of performance roles, risk factors and transformations in the family system.

Loss of performance roles

We begin with a circumstance that concerns people who retire from work and receive a pension. Retirement involves fundamental changes regarding inclusion in other social systems beyond the labour market. The most obvious change is the loss of a performance role that was associated with a person’s occupational activity. Losing the performance role does not immediately lead to exclusion from that function system since it does not affect inclusion via the layman role. So one cannot simply say that retirement excludes persons from society. Neither do we claim that older people are more excluded than other people. Retirees still remain voters, customers, patients, contractors etc. There may be qualitative concessions regarding the benefits of inclusion in some function systems. For instance, private health insurances charge higher premiums; the entertainment media, political parties and some

3 In this regard, the first point applies similarly to people who lose their job.
commercial enterprises target lower age groups and therefore have limited or less satisfying options for older people; similarly, universities may be reluctant to offer full-fledged student matriculations to seniors.

We argue that the loss of a performance role increases the risk of experiencing loneliness. That is because inclusion in a function system (often) goes hand in hand with inclusion in the organization in which the performance is executed; for instance if the retiree was a banker, s/he executed a performance in the function system of the economy and in the organization of the bank. Similarly, someone with the occupation of teacher performs in the system of education in the organization of the school.

Retirement then means losing most social contacts related to a person’s professional activity. This means not only the formal, direct, work-related dealings with people ranking above and below but also colleagues, customers and other business partners. As explained above, communication in organizations encompasses much more than formal relations. A lot of the communication in an organizational context takes place in informal interactions. These deal with “social”, i.e. functionally diffuse, aspects beyond the performance of the function system and the respective organization; this is where memberships in informal, functionally diffuse collectivities are forged that give rise to a diffusion of the distinction between public and private, where people are transformed from interchangeable functional auxiliary agents into individual persons with idiosyncratic identities. It is no wonder that so many friendships, future business partnerships and couple relations are formed through interactions that began in an organizational context. Because persons have access to this organizational context only via their performance role, it should be evident why retirement increases the risk of loneliness. Most social contacts acquired via the performance role either end right after retirement or require concerted efforts to maintain. Retirement by and large means being excluded from most interactions in the networks and social groups a person previously belonged to.
Being included in organizations as consumers or paying members (layman roles) will not alleviate the risk of loneliness. Mere membership does not grant access to functionally diffuse communities. Putnam has demonstrated in his famous study “Bowling alone” (Putnam 2000), there is much evidence that people are often formal members in organizations without actually knowing any other member in person.

**Risk factors and inclusion**

One way to avoid the risk of loneliness is to successfully look for new performance roles that enable privileged access to certain organizations outside professional life, for instance retirees’ associations or voluntary social work agencies. The execution of performance roles itself does not protect people against emotional loneliness, but it entails contacts with many people, thus significantly decreasing the risk of social isolation insofar as it enables access to functionally diffuse collectivities. As argued in the previous section, the ultimate key to avoiding loneliness is membership in such collectivities as long as they provide a societal place and satisfy the needs of belonging. The literature on causes and correlates of loneliness has highlighted various bio-medical, psychological or socio-structural factors that place particular groups at greater or less risk of experiencing loneliness – for instance, social class, income, education level, psychological or medical record, lifestyle, family situation, place of residence and cultural background. In our view, the theoretical framework presented in this article provides the missing link between these factors and loneliness. We argue that these factors are effective insofar as they impede or enable an
individual’s ability and potential to gain access to functionally diffuse collectivities. Because modern society by default does not provide such membership in collectivities automatically by birth, it is up to individuals to find them on their own; in contemporary semantics, protecting against loneliness is a matter of personal responsibility. The lack/loss of a performance role and what this entails put additional strain on older people to maintain existing memberships or acquire new ones. In this regard, it is a matter of course that people with a physical or mental illness cannot easily execute performance roles because that requires skills and capabilities: They therefore need to rely on the help of others to access collectivities – for example, friends or family, or if none of these are available, elderly care personnel or volunteers organizing meet-up activities. Similarly, factors such as limited mobility, functional impairment, lack of financial spending power or deficient mastery of cultural codes due to a migration background increase the risk of loneliness because they impede a person’s access to communities whose membership requires individual effort.

Transformation of the family system

One of the most important risk factors in becoming lonely is the loss of a partner (Dahlberg et al. 2014). Like the loss of a performance role, this implies a tremendous change in the life of individuals, particularly when it occurs in old age. Along with the psychological consequences, a sociological point of view emphasizes the consequences of the widow/widower’s inclusion in/exclusion from social systems. The loss of a partner (through death or separation) has an even greater impact if the partner is the one who mediates entry

---

4 While physical illness and disability contributes to the exclusion of older people from functionally diffuse collectivities or prevents them from inclusion, one could argue that it enables or facilitates their inclusion the systems of medicine and help in as patients or clients. We thank one of the reviewers for pointing this out.
and membership in communities. Under such circumstances, the loss of a partner may imply
the loss of large segments of a person’s social network as well (see also Bennett and Victor
2012).

Partnership is a kind of social relation that follows the logics of the system of family
and intimate relations. This means that individuals here are included as whole persons (in
contrast to other functionally specific inclusion forms), and the difference between
performance and layman roles is not applicable. Partners perform for each other while they
receive the benefits of each other’s performances. So the loss (or lack) of a partner implies
exclusion from performance and layman roles alike.

The socio-structural transformation from traditional *gemeinschaft*-type societies to
functionally differentiated *gesellschaft*-dominated societies with inbuilt individualism also
affects the way partnership is lived. Partners are selected on the basis of individual
idiosyncrasies, interests and preferences (Giddens 1992; Luhmann 1998). Criteria that are
important to the collectivity (class background, strategic inter-family relations, and enjoyment
of honour and respect in the wider community) become less important to the extent that the
importance and influence of the collectivity as a whole decreases. The ties between
individuals and their families become less strict, for both good and bad: more freedom but
also more responsibility, less control but also less caring. These changes affect not only the
internal endurance and external control of the stability of relationships. They also affect the
intergenerational cohesion of the wider family. At least in the Western world, and in a
Weberian sense ideal-typically, the extended family (comprising several generations) has
been outdated as a model for many decades and replaced by the nuclear family of two parents
and a (small) number of children. The older generations, now grandparents (or even great-
grandparents), live apart, sometimes not even in the same town, and contact with their adult
children is limited. The decline of the extended family goes hand in hand with the decline of
the seniority principle, a severe loss of status. Older people are no longer seen as the centre of power, wisdom and experience; they are instead considered potential problems that need to be taken care of. Technological advances make it difficult for older people to keep up to date and require more help from younger people, which in turn further erodes their authority. As a result, inclusion of older people in their families is no longer a matter of course but rather a fragile matter that evokes feelings of duty and bad conscience (“we still need to call grandma”). Against that background, loneliness is not only an issue for older people without family but also for those who have a family but whose contacts are weak. As we argue, the main social cause of loneliness among older people is the societal transformation toward functional differentiation and its consequences for family and intimate relations.

5. Concluding remarks

In this article, we have suggested that inclusion/exclusion is the missing link in the interdisciplinary explanation of loneliness among older people. The argument draws on Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory of modern society. According to Luhmann, who to our knowledge has not researched loneliness himself, the main structural characteristic of modern society is functional differentiation, i.e. a differentiation in subsystems, each of which fulfils a particular function for society, such as the political system, the economy or science. We argue that loneliness (not just among older people) is a typically modern phenomenon; it is a direct consequence of functional differentiation and the way function systems and organizations include/exclude persons.

---

5 There has been considerable work on the general topic of ageing with a Luhmannian framework, see for instance the constructionist analysis of ageing by systems-theorist Saake (2007).
Loneliness and exclusion are not the same thing. On the one hand, persons can be included in several social systems and still experience loneliness, both in terms of emotional loneliness and feelings of social isolation. Consider the frequent situation of older people lying dead in their apartment several weeks before anyone notices. Their rent and utility are automatically debited, their pension is paid and their newspaper is delivered, so their inclusion in function systems and organizations is maintained despite their death (see also Roth 2013). So it hardly makes sense to say that these people were excluded from society – they were excluded (only) from functionally diffuse collectivities.

On the other hand, increasingly there are ethnically segregated suburbs populated by people who are broadly excluded from the rest of society, forming “parallel societies” with high degrees of inner integration and community; they hardly experience loneliness.

While loneliness and exclusion are not the same thing, loneliness does have a lot to do with the way persons are included in modern society. Function systems and organizations include persons in a completely different manner than traditional societies. Traditional societies resemble a community, a *gemeinschaft* in the sense used by the classical sociologist Tönnies, which includes its members in total and provides them with meaning, belonging and collective identities while it also exerts a lot of social control and conformism. Describing past societies as *gemeinschaft*, is, thus, no romantic admiration of the past (see also Schirmer and Michailakis 2015).

In the differentiated modern society, persons are included based on functional logics such as the economy (as traders and customers) or political system (as politicians and citizens/voters). Because function systems perceive persons and force them to perceive themselves primarily as individuals, persons’ identities become a private, not a collective matter (Simmel 1976 [1903]). While inclusion in a traditional society meant rather good protection against loneliness, inclusion in function systems is partial/incomplete and does not
provide people with an identity, not to mention a collective identity. In other words, it does
not protect people against loneliness. We even argue that in a – dystopian and counterfactual
– perfectly functionally differentiated society, there would not be much space for
communities, and loneliness would be something like a default case.

Contemporary society, while primarily functionally differentiated, comprises much
more than function systems on the level of secondary differentiations and hosts an abundance
of functionally diffuse communities. Because most people are members of one or more of
these communities, the majority do not experience loneliness. Such functionally diffuse
communities may have many faces. From couple relations and dyadic friendships to informal
circles at work or based on hobbies, political interests or religious beliefs, a common feature
of these communities is that individuals are part of them not in the capacity of their
occupational roles but because of their idiosyncratic or ascriptive properties. It is for this very
reason that persons included in such communities rarely experience loneliness.

We argue that loneliness is experienced by people who for one reason or another have
no access to such functionally diffuse collectivities. Older people are particularly prone to
experiencing loneliness because, after retirement, they lose their professional performance
role, through which they not only secured their privileged inclusion in one function system
but which also worked as a catalyst for gaining access to a number of informal communities,
helping to enlarge their social network. Because older people suffer more often than younger
people from illness, physical impairment and a lack of financial resources that impede their
access to functionally diffuse collectivities, they have a higher risk of loneliness. Finally,
because in functionally differentiated society the family system has undergone changes both
with respect to structure and semantics, older people are no longer the focal point of the
family; they are not an integral part of multigenerational households. Instead their current
position is on the periphery of the nuclear family. Combined, these factors – which are all
consequences of the inclusion/exclusion processes in functionally differentiated society – increase the risk of older people experiencing loneliness.
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